
Listings Management

of customers have felt that outdated or inaccurate business listings have 
ruined their shopping experiences, dissuading them from making a 
purchase
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SOLUTIONS SPOTLIGHT
LISTINGS MANAGEMENT

Local listing management is crucial 
since, before ever connecting with a 
company, customers now do online 
research, make a short list of potential 
businesses, and then choose one.

Today's customers, who are mostly 
reliant on technology, rely around 95% 
of their purchase choices on the 
internet reviews of goods and services. 
A company's location and nearby 
details like its hours of operation and 
address are also crucial.

Local listing management is the 
practice of routinely checking and 
updating information in online 
directories regarding a company's 
location, website, and other pertinent 
facts.

Numerous online business directories, 
like Google, Yelp, and Yahoo, as well as 
well-known websites, like Facebook, 
TripAdvisor, etc., need the data to be 
updated.

44%



SOLUTIONS SPOTLIGHT
LISTINGS MANAGEMENT

Sentry Insights Gets Customers Taking About Your Business
Because getting people to talk about your business is good for business

EXPLORE MORE AT WWW.SENTRYINGIGHTS.COM

In the technology-driven era we 
live in, 95% of consumers base 
their purchase decisions on the 
internet evaluations they read 
about a good or service. 
Additionally, nearby details about 
a company, such as the address 
and store hours, are as crucial.

Therefore, a procedure like local 
listing management is crucial 
because it raises a company's 
exposure, contributes to the 
development of a distinctive 
client experience, and eventually 
increases sales.

A major directory like Yellow Pages is no longer 
relevant. Customers of nowadays rely on 
multiple sources for information about 
businesses. Because of this fragmentation, it is 
particularly difficult for business owners to 
ensure that this crucial information is accurate 
everywhere it appears. 

Why Listings Management is Important

Make Your Business Easy To Find 

Improve Local SEO Rankings 

Make Real Time Updates 

Reduce Customer Frustration

Save Time

Having a Listings Management plan is now even more crucial than ever 
thanks to the popularity of voice search services like Alexa and Siri.

How Listings Management Benefits Your Business


